In view of (1.2) and (1.3) it is natural to apply formulas of finite différences to P n ; indeed TOSCASTO [6] has derived some interesting results from the formula
In the present note we discuss some simple results of a different nature. tEONABD CABLITZ 2. In the first place we observe that if f"' (x) is a polynomial of degree n in x that satisfies and Ave put -where C r (^ P, ^) is indipendent of x, then (2.1) yields the récur-rence {2. 2) wC r+1 (a, p, ie) = (» + a + p + l)C P (a 4-1, S -H 1, M -1).
Repeated application of (2.2) leads to
<2.3) CM, % n)J
If we assume also that Hence if C o is a polynomial in p it is independent of P; we may write C 0 (a, p, n) = Cota, *, n). (x) is a polynomial in x and p, o/" degree n in x Mai satisfies (2.1), (2.4) and (2.6). ffeen fiT' P) (x):=PL a ' P) (x). Similarly *ƒ fif' P) (x) is a polynomial in x awd a, of degree n w x ; fftaf satisfies (2.1)
for the LAGTJERBE polynomial -r/ r! we have the following resuit. If f n a (x) *s a polynomial in x o/" degree n £fta£ satisfies 3. It follows from (1.2) and (1.3) that We also note the formula We have therefore
ich is equivalent to a formula of TRICOMI [3, p. 178] . We note that (5.4) can also be proved by means of ich is a conséquence of (5.2). As a particular case of (5.4) By means of (6.3) and (6.4) we can dérive certain formulas involving products of JACOBI poiynomials. We shall make use of [2, p. 120, (42), (43)] ; (6.8) had been found earlier by BAILEY [1] (6.7)
x F x {a; c; u Thus by (6.4) and (6.7)
•J.
which yields after a little manipulation
Similarly by means of (6.8) we obtain 
